Effect of hearing loss of cochlear origin on the auditory brain stem response.
Auditory brain stem response (ABR) testing is widely used to detect lesions of the auditory neural pathways. The ABR waves depend not only on the integrity of the neural pathways, but also on the condition of the cochlea. To properly interpret the ABR response, it is necessary to understand the effects of cochlear hearing loss on the ABR wave latencies. We studied two populations of subjects with cochlear hearing loss: one with varying degrees of high-frequency hearing loss and the other with varying degrees of flat configuration hearing loss. The degree of cochlear hearing loss was quantified in several different ways and subjected to one linear and three nonlinear regression analyses to test for accuracy in predicting ABR wave latencies and interpeak intervals (waves I, III, V, I-V, I-III, and III-V) for three click intensities. Hearing loss levels from 2 to 6 kHz, in particular 4 kHz, were superior to other audiometric test frequencies as predictors of ABR wave latencies for the group with the high-frequency losses. No particular characterization was found to be superior for the flat hearing loss configurations. From these results, modeled predictions of wave latencies as a function of degree and configuration of hearing loss were made. The modeled predictions are then used to suggest guidelines for interpretations of ABR results where hearing impaired patients are involved.